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Text and illustrations relate the growth of a small seed that survives the winter cold to become a beautiful
spring flower. On board pages.
Odd Bird Out - 2011-01-01
After being forced to leave home for being different, Robert reinvents himself as Bobby Raver.
Kingdom of the Golden Dragon - Isabel Allende 2021-01-05
Alexander Cold, his grandmother Kate, and his closest friend Nadia return in the follow-up to City of the
Beasts on a new quest to find the fabled Golden Dragon of the Himalayas, another fantastical voyage of
suspense, magic, and awe-inspiring adventure from internationally celebrated novelist Isabel Allende. Not
many months have passed since teenager Alexander Cold followed his bold grandmother into the heart of
the Amazon to uncover its legendary Beast. This time, reporter Kate Cold escorts her grandson and his
closest friend, Nadia, along with the photographers from International Geographic, on a journey to another
location far from home. Entering a forbidden sovereignty tucked in the frosty peaks of the Himalayas, the
team's task is to locate a sacred statue and priceless oracle that can foretell the future of the kingdom,
known as the Golden Dragon. In their scramble to reach the statue, Alexander and Nadia must use the
transcendent power of their totemic animal spirits—Jaguar and Eagle. With the aid of a sage Buddhist
monk, his young royal disciple, and a fierce tribe of Yeti warriors, Alexander and Nadia fight to protect the
holy rule of the Golden Dragon—before it can be destroyed by the greed of an outsider.
The Very Quiet Cricket - Eric Carle 2021-09-07
One day, a little cricket is born and meets a big cricket who chirps his welcome. But the little cricket cannot
make a sound. The cricket meets many insects, but it isn't until he meets a beautiful female cricket that he
can finally chirp "hello!" Excerpt: Hello! whispered a praying mantis, scraping its huge front legs together.
The little cricket wanted to answer, so he rubbed his wings together. But nothing happened. Not a sound.
I Love Mom with The Very Hungry Caterpillar - 2017-03-14
Celebrate Mom's special day with The Very Hungry Caterpillar in this colorful book featuring Eric Carle's
joyful illustrations. Show Mom just how much she means with this colorful book from the World of Eric
Carle. Join The Very Hungry Caterpillar as he honors Mother's Day and celebrates incredible parents
everywhere. With joyful illustrations and colorful creatures, this charming keepsake is a great way to show
parents, grandparents, soon-to-be mothers, aunts, friends, or whomever you call "Mom" just how much you
care.
Touch and Feel Playbook - Eric Carle 2013-01-01
The world of Eric Carle is a world of colour and discovery. In this tactile early-learning playbook, first
concepts are introduced through texture, words and pictures.
Princess Pigsty - Cornelia Funke 2007
It's a pig's life being a princess| Young princess Isabella has it all - but has had enough of all of it. Isabella
has had enough of being waited on hand and foot, of having to smile all the time, and of wearing beautiful
dresses that she can't climb trees in. So when the king banishes her to the pigsty, his punishment backfires
- Isabella's happier there than a pig in mud|
The Grouchy Ladybug - Eric Carle 1996-08-16
It's the Grouchy Ladybug's 20th birthday. To celebrate, we are introducing a new, larger format edition
with brighter, more colorful pages created from Eric Carle's original artwork using the latest reproduction

Starke Mädchen, starke Jungen - Petra Focks 2016-09-13
Was hat Bildung und Erziehung mit Geschlecht zu tun? Warum zeigen viele Kinder im Kindergartenalter oft
ein klischeehaftes Verhalten von Mädchen- und Jungesein? Eine geschlechterbewusste Pädagogik ist
notwendig, um Kinder in ihren Interessen zu fördern und gleiche Chancen herzustellen. Im Buch werden
die Erkenntnisse aus Theorie und Praxis geschlechterbewusster Pädagogik verständlich und
praxisorientiert dargestellt.
Abigail the Whale - Davide Cali 2016-09-13
Abigail dreads swimming lessons because all the kids yell, "Abigail is a whale", when she jumps into the
pool. But when her swimming teacher suggests that she needs to think light in order to swim well, things
begin to turn around. And soon Abigail starts thinking about a lot of things.
The Foolish Tortoise - Richard Buckley 2013-09-03
In this lap-sized board book by the beloved illustrator, a tortoise takes off his shell so that he can move
faster but finds that he misses the protection it offers.
Heather Has Two Mommies - Lesléa Newman 2015
A modern classic for this generation is being relaunched with an all-new, beautifully illustrated edition that
follows Heather as she goes to playgroup and feels badly at first because she has two mothers and no
father, but then she learns that there are lots of different kinds of families and the most important thing is
that all the people love each other.
My Own Very Hungry Caterpillar Coloring Book - Eric Carle 2003
Now available for the first time as a coloring book, Eric Carle's The Very Hungry Caterpillar will delight
children as they bring their own imagination to this classic story. Including a new introduction by Eric
Carle, as well as blank pages at the end of the book for your own pictures, this is the perfect way to turn
story time into coloring time. At the same time interactive and timeless, this is one coloring book you'll
want to save as a keepsake!
Mister Seahorse - Eric Carle 2004-04-26
When Mrs. Seahorse lays her eggs, she does it on Mr. Seahorse's belly! She knows he will take good care of
them. While he swims waiting for the eggs to hatch, he meets some other underwater fathers caring for
their babies: Mr. Tilapia, who carries his babies in his mouth; Mr. Kurtus, who keeps his on his head; and
Mr. Catfish, who is baby-sitting his young hatchlings. Eric Carle has done it again, with astonishingly
beautiful collage illustrations and a story that introduces the very young to the wonders of aquatic life . . .
and some very special daddies. A "hide and seek" feature with acetate overlays adds a colorful surprise.
The Miracle of the Bears - Wolf Erlbruch 2006-11-01
A lonely bear asks different animals how he could have bear cub, and although they give him answers-ranging from pulling one out of a turnip field to sitting on an egg--none seem right until he meets a girl
bear, who seems to know how it works.
The Mixed-Up Chameleon Sticker Book - Eric Carle 1993-02-18
Thirty-two reusable vinyl stickers and a giant foldout chameleon allow children to participate in this
delightful tale of a bored chameleon who wishes he could be like other animals in the zoo. By the author of
The Secret Birthday Message.
The Tiny Seed - Eric Carle 2005-02
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technology. The Grouchy Ladybug is bigger and brigher, as irascible but irresistable as ever and will surely
delight new generations of readers, as well as her devoted fans of all ages. Happy Birthday, Grouchy
Ladybug!
The Secret Birthday Message - Eric Carle 1986-05-23
It is Tim's birthday. Instead of a package, Tim gets a mysterious letter -- written in code! Tim -- and the
reader -- are off, following the clues. And at the end of the treasure hunt is a wonderful birthday surprise!
The Princess Knight - Cornelia Funke 2003
Violetta is a little princess who wants to be as strong and brave as her brothers. And what she lacks in size,
she makes up for in determination. At night she slips out into the woods and secretly teaches herself to
become the cleverest, most nimble knight in the land. Soon she will be ready for the greatest battle of all the battle for herself.
Daddy, Papa, and Me - Leslea Newman 2009-06-09
A heartwarming board books about gay parents! A great purchase for new parents and new babies alike,
and the perfect gift to show your love for daddy, pappa and more! Rhythmic text and illustrations with
universal appeal show a toddler spending the day with its daddies. From hide-and-seek to dress-up, then
bath time and a kiss goodnight, there's no limit to what a loving family can do together. Share the loving
bond between same-sex parents and their children in this hearttwearming story of family.
Lulu's Loo - Camilla Reid 2010
Lulu does potty-training! Join in with Lulu's toilet adventures as she learns how to use potties and proper
loos. Lulu is given a special present by Mummy - her very own potty. Lulu does her first wee-wee in the
potty. Soon she's sitting on her potty everywhere - in the kitchen, in her bedroom, in the playroom, even in
the garden! Then Lulu graduates from wearing nappies to wearing big girl knickers and using the big toilet,
with a few tiny accidents along the way.
My Very First Book of Shapes - Eric Carle 2005
Two new titles in this popular split-page board-book format from Eric Carle are full of favorite foods and
bright animals, and are lots of fun for young children. Full color.
A Boy Like You - Frank Murphy 2019-07-15
There's more to being a boy than sports, feats of daring, and keeping a stiff upper lip. A Boy Like You
encourages every boy to embrace all the things that make him unique, to be brave and ask for help, to tell
his own story and listen to the stories of those around him. In an age when boys are expected to fit into a
particular mold, this book celebrates all the wonderful ways to be a boy.
Happy Christmas from the Very Hungry Caterpillar - Eric Carle 2020-09-29
"The Very Hungry Caterpillar's little book of joy is the perfect way to say happy Christmas!" [quatrième de
couverture].
Big Book of Colours - Felicity Brooks 2015-08-01

A funny galactic adventure from international bestseller Cornelia Funke - with full colour illustrations by
Elys Dolan.
The Very Lonely Firefly - Eric Carle 2021-07-27
Eric Carle joins the Penguin Young Readers! In this classic and heartwarming story, a very lonely firefly
finally finds the friends he is seeking at the end of a tireless search for belonging. Carle's rich, collage-like
art and gentle text will be comfortingly familiar to his millions of fans. An accessible Level 2 reader, The
Very Lonely Firefly is one that parents and children will read over and over again.
Little I-am-me - Mira Lobe 2014
Dream Snow - Eric Carle 2022-07-12
It's December 24th, and the old farmer settles down for a winter's nap, wondering how Christmas can come
when there is no snow! In his dream he imagines a snowstorm covering him and his animals—named One,
Two, Three, Four and Five—in a snowy blanket. But when the farmer awakens, he finds that it has really
snowed outside, and now he remembers something! Putting on his red suit, he goes outside and places gifts
under the tree for his animals, bringing holiday cheer to all. "Few in number are the parents who have
made it through their toddler's years on just one copy of Carle's The Very Hungry Caterpillar. Dream Snow
has similar ingredients: a simple story, lively collage-like illustrations and a fun gimmick for little hands . .
." —Time "This is a simple, well-told story about a simple farmer. . . . Viewers. . . will want to get their
hands on it." —The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books "Carle fans and toddlers learning the basics
will . . . enjoy the gentle text and creative design features." —Booklist "The pictures are in Carle's
trademark richly colored and textured collages that capture the snowy magic of Christmas." —Kirkus
Reviews
The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse - Eric Carle 2020-05-05
A brilliant new Eric Carle picture book for the artist in us all Every child has an artist inside them, and this
vibrant picture book from Eric Carle will help let it out. The artist in this book paints the world as he sees it,
just like a child. There's a red crocodile, an orange elephant, a purple fox and a polka-dotted donkey. More
than anything, there's imagination. Filled with some of the most magnificently colorful animals of Eric
Carle's career, this tribute to the creative life celebrates the power of art.
The Very Busy Spider - Eric Carle 2020-05-05
A spider, blown by the wind to a fence post near a farm yard, begins to build her web and cannot be
distracted from the task at hand--not by the horse, cow, sheep, goat, or dog. But when the rooster asks if
she wants to catch a pesky fly, the busy spider is able to catch it in her web immediately!
1, 2, 3 to the Zoo - Eric Carle 1987-01
Tælle-, pege- og billedbog uden tekst
Mini Mia and Her Darling Uncle - Pija Lindenbaum 2007
Ella, whose nickname is "Mini Mia" because her favorite soccer player is Mia Hamm, loves spending time
with her eccentric uncle Tommy, but finds herself a bit put out when she has to share him with his new
boyfriend Fergus.
The Great Big Book of Families - Mary Hoffman 2015-03-05
What is a family? Once, it was said to be a father, mother, boy, girl, cat and dog living in a house with a
garden. But as times have changed, families have changed too, and now there are almost as many kinds of
families as colours of the rainbow - from a mum and dad or single parent to two mums or two dads, from a
mixed-race family to children with different mums and dads, to families with a disabled member. Mary
Hoffman takes a look through children's eyes at the wide varieties of family life: from homes, food, ways of
celebrating, schools and holidays to getting around, jobs and housework, from extended families, languages
and hobbies to pets and family trees - and she concludes that, for most people, their own family is the best
one of all! With Ros Asquith's delightful pictures, this book takes a fresh, optimistic look at families of
today.
Creaturepedia - Adrienne Barman 2015-08-06
Welcome to this collection of best-loved animals from all over the world, chosen for their special talents and
characteristics, with fun illustrations by Adrienne Barman. Meet 'the architects', the 'noisy neighbours', the

Barbapapa's Voyage - Annette Tison 2013
Meeting Barbapapa for the very first time is a magical moment - every child will adore this loyal, gentle,
friendly creature, who can change into any shape and solve any problem for his family and friends. In this
story, Barbapapa searches the world and beyond for a Barbamama to share his life.
You're All My Favorites - Sam McBratney 2013-03-26
Mommy and Daddy Bear convince three worried cubs that there's plenty of love to go around in this
comforting new tale from the incomparable team of Sam McBratney and Anita Jeram. Features an audio
read-along performed by the author! Every night, while tucking in their three cubs, Mommy and Daddy
Bear tell them they're the most wonderful baby bears in the whole wide world. But one day the three little
bears start to wonder: How do Mommy and Daddy know this is true? And even more worrisome to each
sibling: What if my parents like my brother or sister better than me? From the team who brought us the
beloved Big and Little Nutbrown Hare comes a tale that answers a timeless question with the ultimate
reassurance — and offers the perfect way for parents to remind their own little cubs how very much each
one is loved.
The Monster from the Blue Planet - Cornelia Funke 2015-03
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'homebodies', the 'forever faithfuls', the 'champions of forgetfulness' and more in this alphabetically
ordered encyclopedia. Filled with fascinating facts, curious creatures and characterful cartoons, this book
will keep young explorers busy for hours.
A House for Hermit Crab - Eric Carle 2002
A hermit crab who has outgrown his old shell moves into a new one, which he decorates and enhances with
the various sea creatures he meets in his travels.
So Far Up - Susanne Strasser 2018-01-09
Bear can't reach the cake he's after--it's so far up, and he's so far down! Will his friends be able to help?
Toddlers will be drawn in by repetition, opposites, humor, and an unexpected twist in this board book story
about Bear's quest to reach a cake on a windowsill that is so far up! A cast of friendly animals--who are all
so far down--try to help bear reach the desired cake. But what happens when a child swoops in with other
plans? Short, simple, and memorable, this board book offers a satisfying story arc.
"Slowly, Slowly, Slowly," said the Sloth - Eric Carle 2020-08-11
Slowly, slowly, slowly . . . that's the way the sloth moves. Slowly, it eats and then, slowly, it falls asleep.
"What strange kind of creature is this?" the other animals wonder. Why doesn't it run or fly or play or hunt
like the rest of us? "Why are you so slow?" the howler monkey inquires. But the sloth doesn't answer any
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questions until the jaguar asks, "Why are you so lazy?" Anyone who has ever felt too busy will appreciate
the sloth's peaceful lifestyle and realize that it's okay to take time to enjoy life. Eric Carle' s dazzling collage
illustrations introduce readers to the exotic beauty of the Amazon rain forest and the many unusual animals
living there.
The Star-Crossed Sisters of Tuscany - Lori Nelson Spielman 2020-11-17
An International Bestseller! A LibraryReads and Indie Next Pick! A trio of second-born daughters sets out
on a whirlwind journey through the lush Italian countryside to break the family curse that says they’ll never
find love, by New York Times bestseller Lori Nelson Spielman, author of The Life List. Since the day
Filomena Fontana cast a curse upon her sister more than two hundred years ago, not one second-born
Fontana daughter has found lasting love. Some, like second-born Emilia, the happily-single baker at her
grandfather’s Brooklyn deli, claim it’s an odd coincidence. Others, like her sexy, desperate-for-love cousin
Lucy, insist it’s a true hex. But both are bewildered when their great-aunt calls with an astounding
proposition: If they accompany her to her homeland of Italy, Aunt Poppy vows she’ll meet the love of her life
on the steps of the Ravello Cathedral on her eightieth birthday, and break the Fontana Second-Daughter
Curse once and for all. Against the backdrop of wandering Venetian canals, rolling Tuscan fields, and
enchanting Amalfi Coast villages, romance blooms, destinies are found, and family secrets are
unearthed—secrets that could threaten the family far more than a centuries-old curse.
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